Get Ready to Optimize Your Warehouse

Are you ready to optimize operations throughout your entire warehouse? Eliminate lost inventory. Reduce costly picking and shipping errors. Know exactly what you have and where it is. Then you are ready for Resolv™ Warehouse Management Solution.

Resolv Warehouse Management has the tools your company needs to accurately process more orders and move more inventory in less time. As with all Resolv modules, Warehouse Management is built specifically for SAP Business One, utilizing the advanced technical architecture of the SAP Business One Software Development Kit. Achieve Warehouse Management provides efficient, accurate and timely operations.

Every function, from receiving and stocking, to picking and shipping, is designed to enable more efficient and accurate processing. The system is designed to let warehouses maximize productivity and retail compliance by providing a process for efficient warehouse operations with Radio Frequency (RF) handheld’s, bar codes, and a pick pack ship software package that allows you to implement this process.

Core Features and Functionality

Robust yet easy-to-use, Resolv Warehouse Management streamlines and integrates inventory management through the full operational life-cycle of receiving, put-away, picking, packing and shipping.

- Purchase order receiving and put-away
- Warehouse receiving and put-away
- Sales orders – pick, pack, ship
- Inventory cycle counts
- Bin-to-bin transfers
- Multiple units of measure
- Real-time inventory and management information
- Hand held device integration – print, receive, transfer, ship and more
- UPC and Code 39 label printing
- Container control for container receiving
- Freight control – UPS, USPS, FedEx
- EDI control option – UCC128
- Auto billing options upon shipment

Key Benefits

**Improve Inventory Management**
- Know what you have, where it is
- More timely order fulfillment
- More precise delivery dates
- Reduce inventory errors
- Improve customer service levels

**Enhance Overall Productivity**
- More timely receiving and stocking
- More accurate picking and shipping
- Identify your most active pickers
- Streamline receiving processes
- Leverage scanners and tablets

**Improve Margins and Profitability**
- Low total cost of ownership
- Short implementation timeframe
- Customer compliance with UC128
- Real-time database synchronization

Key Reports

- Bin Reports
- Item Reports
- Transaction Reports
- Sales Order Shipped by Date
- Open Sales Order by Due Date
- Order Status Report
- Sales Order Shipped by Customer
- Open Sales Order by Customer
- Production Order Status Report
- Purchase Order Status Report
- Sales Order Shipped by Item
- Intelligence Reports
- Warehouse Activity Report
- Warehouse Statistics
- Warehouse Vendor Activity Report
- Employee Productivity Report
- Warehouse Customer Activity Report
Resolv WMS for MS-SQL provides complete warehousing and logistics solution that is designed specifically for SAP Business One.

Additional warehousing functionality added within SAP Business One, provides distributors ability to tailor WMS to meet their specific operations.

Warehouse and Bin Transfers can be handled directly hand handheld scanners with Resolv WMS.